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Presentation Notes
Thank you.  I am very happy to represent the New Jersey Inst. Of Tech TAB program.NJIT TABOverview of EPA BF grantsGeneral Tips & TricksSection by Section Pitfalls & specific strategies



What is TAB? 
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TAB is a technical assistance program, funded 
by the USEPA, which is intended to serve as an 
independent resource to communities and 
nonprofits attempting to cleanup and reclaim 
brownfields.    
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NJIT’s TAB program covers 
communities in  
EPA Regions 1 and 3. 
 

Technical Assistance for Brownfields 
TAB@NJIT.EDU 

mailto:TAB@NJIT.EDU


Who is the NJIT TAB Team? 
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 A multi-disciplinary team 
consisting of personnel with 
academic research, government, 
industry and consulting 
experience. 
 

 NJIT has been providing 
brownfields services to 
communities for 20 years. 
 

Technical Assistance for Brownfields 
TAB@NJIT.EDU 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The NJIT TAB team is comprised of planners, environmental scientists and engineers who wan to help get you through the brownfields identification, assessment, cleanup and redevelopment processes.  The NJIT TAB team’s goal is to facilitate the redevelopment of brownfield sites with new and positive land uses tha once again contribute to the community.  We do this by providing technical advice, strategic planning, and education. 

mailto:TAB@NJIT.EDU


Who Can Receive NJIT TAB 
Assistance? 
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Technical Assistance for Brownfields 
TAB@NJIT.EDU 

  Communities, regional entities and 
nonprofits interested in brownfields 

 

mailto:TAB@NJIT.EDU


What are NJIT TAB Services? 
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Technical Assistance for Brownfields 
TAB@NJIT.EDU 

NJIT TAB can provide free assistance  
throughout the brownfield process  

from getting started  
to staying on track  
to getting the job done. 

 
All services must be aimed at achieving Brownfields clean up and 
development and be consistent with Region 1 and 3 programs. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FREE, FREE, FREE – Does not cost you anything – does not come out of your grant. It is easier to tell you what we do than what we don’t do: We aren’t your environmental consultant – we don’t collect samples, we don’t analyze samples, we don’t write your Phase I reportWe don’t write you grant proposals (but we will review them)Outside of that we have a wide-range of services, as long as it is related to brownfields, such as strategic planning, and guidance on managing brownfield sites. Getting you started….  Explaining environmental laws, liabilities and regulatory program requirements Providing guidance in preparing EPA brownfield grant applications   Providing guidance in development of strategic planning and integrating approaches to expedite brownfields cleanup and redevelopment projectsStaying on track….  Providing guidance on how to manage brownfield grant projects   Explaining the science and technology related to site assessment, remediation and site preparation activitiesGetting the job done…  Advising on remediation methods   Helping to gain community acceptance and involvement with brownfield projects Examples of Assistance Include:Assisting with community involvementExplaining health impacts of brownfield sitesAnswering brownfield finance questionsProviding information on integrated approaches to brownfield cleanup and redevelopment

mailto:TAB@NJIT.EDU


Examples of NJIT TAB Services 
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 Great website – www.njit.edu/tab 
 FAQs, Guidance on Managing BF projects, 

download materials from previous workshops 
 Brownfields Workshops 
 Webinars 
 Archives available at njit.edu/tab  

 One-on-One Technical Assistance 
 Review , Analysis, and Interpretation of 

Technical Reports 
Technical Assistance for Brownfields 
www.njit.edu/tab   6 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1 Some of our assistance is provided through our Resources Center which includes:NJIT TAB’s dedicated website (www.njit.edu/tab)NJIT TAB’s Hotline 973-642-4165NJIT TAB’s dedicated email address tab@njit.eduA host of tolls (webinars, downloads of past but relevant workshop and seminar presentation, brownfields community success stories, videos, explanations of the BF assessment and remediation processes, etc.)2 Another way we provide assistance is by conducting Community Brownfield Educatin Programs (workshops, seminars, webinars)We hold community BF workshops which are specific-issue-centered.  These topics have included:BF 101Debrief Meetings Funding & Financing BF redevelopmentsRemoving Barriers to Brownfield RedevelopmentMill Redevelopment SeminarsReuse Planning  (Dover-Foxcroft ME)For these seminars we enlist professionals in specific areas of concern (bankers, historic preservation specialists, developers, etc.) to speak at the seminarsTo reach a wider audience we hold webinars on particular and timely brownfield reuse issues:Webinars:How to Prepare a Competitive EPA Brownfield Grant ApplicationFunding for Brownfield Projects:  Creative, Timely Federal Sources for Grants Living Shorelines to enhance BF sitesASTM Phase I Changes and AAI WebinarCommunity Engagement for Brownfields 3 Another way we provide assistance is through 1-on-1 Technical Mentoring:  This is for communities that require more extensive technical assistance.  Some of our past One on One:  Review of Grant Proposals.  Need them 2-3 weeks prior to due date.  First Come, First Served.  We have limited capacity – get yours in early.  Answering easy questions – “How do I log on to ACRES” to more complex questions, “What funding sources are available if we have a BRAC closure”Example:  NJIT TAB developed a memorandum for a Regional Planning Commission summarizing important measures for economic development in the 4 Corners area and established specific objectives and strategies that can be carried forward into the Four Corners Action Plan. Technical:  PCB Brochures – Guiding you through the PCB Rules under TSCAReview and analysis of reportsWe want to do more one-on-one assistance in WV!  Give us a chance. Let us know what new Workshops/Seminar/Webinar you want and we will do all the work to put it together and get expert speakers – and it will be free!

http://www.njit.edu/tab
http://www.njit.edu/tab


NJIT TAB CONTACT 
INFORMATION 
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Informal Process for assistance – just call or email 
us – there is no contact to sign.  All assistance is 
free to eligible entities.  

 
NJIT TAB Hotline  973-642-4165  tab@njit.edu 

 

http://www.njit.edu/tab/   
 

 
 
   Colette Santasieri  Santasieri@njit.edu  

Elizabeth Limbrick Limbrick@njit.edu 
 Sean Vroom         SVroom@njit.edu  
 Technical Assistance for Brownfields www.njit.edu/tab   
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Informal Process – just call or emailNJIT TAB’s ability to effectively fulfill the serviceOrder in which requests are receivedRelative need of the communityinsufficient technical expertise available need for redevelopmentdifficulty getting project started/completedvalue of service to a broader area or regionequitable balancing of service between communities and stakeholders across the service area

http://www.njit.edu/tab/
mailto:Santasieri@njit.edu
mailto:Limbrick@njit.edu
mailto:SVroom@njit.edu
http://www.njit.edu/tab


Overview of Todays Presentation 
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 Overview of EPA Brownfields 
Grants Application Process 

 To Do List 
 Helpful Hints for Each Section 

OVERALL GOAL FOR TODAY: 
Developing a Grant Program that 
Works for YOU and appeals to 
EPA = Cha Ching! 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why are we here?Overview of EPA Brownfields Grants Application ProcessTo Do ListHelpful Hints for Each SectionWe will discuss what you need to do to get started.Guidelines should be out in the next month or so.  60 days.  Talk to EPA now.  This is the time to really think about what you want your grant proposal to be and how you can get there.Let’s make this session interactive – Please ask your questions.  I will do my best to address them.



 
BACKGROUND 
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 Competition 

 Grants are reviewed by people.  
Despite EPA’s best efforts, there is 
a high degree of variability in how 
the same grant may be scored from 
one year to the next. 

 NJIT TAB presenter opinions are 
NJIT TAB presenter opinions! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EPA brownfield grants have always been competitive – the last several years have been even more so.This is where we get existential.  Grants are reviewed by people.  Despite EPA’s best efforts, there is a high degree of variability in how the same grant may be scored from one year to the next.NJIT TAB presenter opinions are NJIT TAB presenter opinions!I need to emphasize the high degree of variability in how the same grant may be scored from one year to the next. Note that with so much competition it is often the “stupid minutate” that seperates the winning grants from the non-winning grants. EPA gets so many great grant proposals they need to focus on anything they can to to differentiate the dozens of grant proposals that they are reviewing.  Minuteae becomes an elephant from the vantage point of the reader.While there is very specific guidance that it is used to score this stuff, reviewers do have subjectivity that comes out in their scoring.  Whether they don’t understand information, misinterpret what you have written, etc., their review is what your score is based on.



Overview of EPA Brownfields Grant 
Application Process 
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Feeling Lucky? 
 449 applications submitted 
 243 were selected for awards (54%) 

 179 Assessments  

 64 Cleanups  

 The estimated budget for FY 15 awards has 
been reduced by $14M 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just to give you a brief overview of how competitive these grants are.  Last year, they didn’t give out any RLFs – so there was more money available for the assessment and cleanup grants. 



EPA Brownfields Competitive 
Grants 
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 Assessment Grants 
 Revolving Loan Fund Grants 
 Cleanup Grants 

 
 Area-Wide Planning Grants 
 Workforce Development Grants and Training 

ARC Grants 



Overview of EPA Brownfields Grant 
Application Process  
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 Types of ARC Applications 
 Assessment 
 Coalition (up to $600K for 3 or more eligible entities) 
 Community Wide ($200K hazardous substance and/or 

$200K petroleum)  
 Site Specific ($200K, up to $350K with a waiver) 

 Cleanup ($200K per site, up to 3 sites) 
 Revolving Loan Fund (RLF) (up to $1 Million) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Known as the ARC Guidelines – This is based on the past guidelines.  We are awaiting the new guidelines. Take a look at the Summary of Changes Document when it comes out.  Types of ARC ApplicationsAssessmentCoalition (up to $600K for 3 or more eligible entities) - Note:  Coalitions - Coalition members may not have the same jurisdiction (for example, different departments in the same county) unless they are separate legal entities (for example, a city and a redevelopment agency).Community Wide ($200K hazardous substance and/or $200K petroleum) Site Specific ($200K, up to $350K with a waiver)Cleanup ($200K per site, up to 3 sites)Revolving Loan Fund (RLF) (up to $1 Million?)You have the choice to put in $400K for hazardous substance and petroleum. By legislation, EPA has to give out 25% of the funds for petroleum.  In some instances, petroleum funds are more difficult to use and the sites often don’t eat up as much of the money, this has in the past, been a less competitive grant to obtain.  You may want to think strategically, if you really do have a need for petroleum funds, you may want to submit 2 separate applications – you have a better shot of getting the petroleum assessment dollars over the hazardous substance.  I haven’t seen EPA split an award from one application (award petroleum but not hazardous substance dollars).   Be aware that the same EPA reviews will be reviewing both applications (and they may resent having to review the same information twice).  So make sure that to the extent that you are addressing different types of sites, different areas with different types of redevelopment options (which in most cases is going to be true when you are looking at hazardous substances vs. petroleum) make sure that differentiation is clear in the 2 different applications.  In some instances the demographics are going to be the same and that is fine.  But in terms of the community need, the benefits, the type of sites, and the budget – they are going to differ.   



EPA Assessment Grant Program 
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Assessments grants can be used for: 
 Brownfields Inventories / Prioritizing Sites 
 Environmental Assessments (Phase I) 
 Performing community engagement activities 
 Preparing cleanup plans and/or end-use plan 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Assessment grants can be used to:inventory, prioritize, assess sites;  cleanup and linked re-development planning; 



TIP:  Assessment Grants 
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The best assessment grant applications are for 
projects where: 

 You have already identified a specific area in 
need of assessment 

 The property owners are on-board 
 Significant redevelopment potential 



Assessment Grant Program 
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• Three Types of Assessment Grants: 
• Property-specific Assessment 
• Community-wide Assessment 
• Community-wide Assessment Coalition 

• Eligible entities are: 
• Local Government  
• States and Tribes 
• Quasi-government entities 



Assessment Grant Application 
Guide 
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Combinations:  Either 3 grant proposals (2 community-wide and 1 site 
specific) OR 1 grant as part of a coalition  
Community-Wide Site-Specific Coalition 
Up to $200,000 for 
hazardous 
substances and/or up 
to $200,000 for 
petroleum 

Up to $200,000 for 
hazardous substances or up 
to $200,000 for petroleum 
 

Up to $600K for hazardous 
substances and/or 
petroleum 

May request a waiver for up 
to $350,000 

Cannot apply individual 
community wide or site-
specific grant or as part of 
another coalition 

Maximum combined 
amount: $400,000 

Maximum amount 
$350,000 

Maximum amount 
$600,000 



Property-Specific Assessment 
Grant 
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Property-Specific Assessment Grant: 
• Up to $200,000 for hazardous substances or up to 
$200,000 for petroleum 

• A waiver up to $350,000 can be requested 
• Maximum amount is $350,000 

• Need to Pass Property and Ownership 
Eligibility 

Threshold Requirements 
• May also apply for a community-wide grant 



Community-wide Assessment 
Grant 
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Community-wide Assessment Grant: 
• Up to $200,000 for hazardous substances and/or 
up to $200,000 for petroleum 
• No waiver of funding limit 
• Maximum amount is $400,000 
• May also apply for a site-specific grant 
• Performance period – three years 

Most 
Flexible 



Coalition Assessment Grant 
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Community-wide Assessment Coalition Grant 
 Up to $1 million for hazardous substances 

and/or petroleum ($500K hazardous, $500K 
petroleum) 
 No waiver of funding limit 

 Must have at least three eligible entities 
 Must assess a minimum of five sites.  
 May not apply for individual community wide or 

site-specific grant or as part of another 
coalition. 



EPA Brownfield Cleanup Grants 
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Purpose:  Site specific funding to conduct 
cleanup after assessment work is completed. 
 Begin “Shovel Ready” cleanup or supplement 

ongoing cleanup 
 Remediation (removing USTs / impacted soil, 

capping sites, groundwater treatment) 
 Reporting 
 Environmental oversight 
Monitoring institutional controls 

 Health monitoring of targeted population 
 Purchase Environmental Insurance 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose of cleanup grants is is to carry out cleanup activities,Cleanup Grants are  Site specific funding to conduct cleanup after assessment work is completed.Begin “Shovel Ready” cleanup or supplement ongoing cleanupFunds can be used for remediation (reporting, oversee cleanup construction, environmental oversight, monitor institutional  controls.  These funds can also be used for health monitoring and  purchasing environmental insurance.



Brownfield Cleanup Grants 
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Eligible entities are: 
 Local Government  
 States and Tribes 
 Quasi-governmental entities  
 501(c)(3) Non-profits Organizations 

Yes!  Nonprofits 
may apply 



EPA Brownfield Cleanup Grants 
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 May apply for up to 3 properties (3 proposals) 
 Up to $200,000 per property per proposal 

(Hazardous substances and/or petroleum).  If 
applying for both at the same site submit 1 
proposal which cannot exceed $200K) 

 Eligible entity MUST OWN the property PRIOR 
to applying. 

 Cost share of 20% (can apply for a hardship 
waiver) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
May apply for up to 3 properties (3 proposals) – ParcelsUp to $200,000 per property per proposal (Hazardous substances and/or petroleum).  If applying for both at the same site submit 1 proposal which cannot exceed $200K)Eligible entity MUST OWN the property (Fee Simple) PRIOR to applying. Cost share of 20% (can apply for a hardship waiver)



TIP:  Cleanup Grants 
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The best cleanup grant applications are for 
projects where: 

 You own the property (and are not the 
Responsible Party) 

 Site is fully characterized and remediation plan 
and cost estimates are complete 

 Leveraging of additional funds is committed 
 Redevelopment Plan is established 



EPA Brownfield RLF Grants 
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Revolving Loan Funds (RLFs) 
Purpose:  To make low interest loans and 
subgrants for remediation activities (combination 
of hazardous substance and /or petroleum) 
 Up to $1M per eligible entity 
 Up to 50% can be subgrants 
 50% or more for loans  (Applicant determines the loan 

structure (interest rate, loan terms, application fees, etc.) 
 Coalitions (of 2 or more) may apply for $1M each (or 

$600K?) 
 Cost Share requirement of 20% 



RLF Subgrants 
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SUBGRANTS 
Up to 50% of total RLF funds  - Subgrants do not 

need to be paid back.  
 Maximum subgrant - $200,000 per site.  
 Subgrantee must own the site.  (Government 

or Non-Profit entity) 
 Private parties/developers are NOT eligible for 

subgrants, only loans. 
 



RLF Tips 
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RLFs are good for areas where there is high 
redevelopment potential (growing market and 
developers are interested in loans), and an 
established redevelopment plan that includes 
brownfields. 

If you are applying for an RLF, you need to be 
able to handle financial transactions (eg. 
Redevelopment Agency). 

 



Brownfields Area-Wide Planning 
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Area-Wide Planning Grants 
 Fine-tuning an ongoing planning process for brownfields 
 Developing area-wide plans for brownfields 
 Assistance with determining next steps and identifying 

resources to implement the plan. 
 
 Previously the maximum total award was $200,000 
 Recipients may also receive direct technical assistance 

from EPA 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally, the EPA has also started a relatively new program for Area-Wide Planning Grants.The last solicitation was due in September 2014.  EPA expects to issue the next solicitation in February 2016.The grant provides EPA assistance for area-wide planning within a specific brownfields-impacted area, such as a neighborhood, district, city block or corridor.   Previously the maximum total was $200,000.  The previous requirements can be found here:  http://www.epa.gov/oswer/docs/grants/epa-oswer-oblr-11-06.pdf    The program is designed to provide support for:Fine-tuning an ongoing planning process for brownfieldsDeveloping area-wide plans for brownfieldsAssistance with determining next steps and identifying resources to implement the plan.



Brownfields Area-Wide Planning 
Pilot Program 
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The Brownfields Area-Wide Planning Grants are designed 
to assist predominantly under-served and economically 
disadvantaged communities with developing an area-
wide plan which will:  
 facilitate the assessment and cleanup of 

individual brownfields properties,  
 connect assessment, cleanup, and decisions for 

subsequent reuse of these parcels to 
neighborhood and city-wide contexts, and  

 promote area-wide revitalization. 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Brownfields Area-Wide Planning Grants are designed to assist predominantly under-served and economically disadvantaged communities with developing an area-wide plan which will: facilitate the assessment and cleanup of individual brownfields properties, connect assessment, cleanup, and decisions for subsequent reuse of these parcels to neighborhood and city-wide contexts, and promote area-wide revitalization.



EPA Workforce Development 
Grants 
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Purpose: To train residents of communities impacted by 
brownfields for environmental jobs that might otherwise 
be filled from outside the affected community.  Targets: 
predominantly low-income and minority, unemployed 
and under-employed residents  

 Recruit, Train, Place Residents (3 year performance 
period) 

 HAZWOPER, Asbestos Abatement, Green Remediation 
techniques, CDL,  Surveying, Site prep for Solar/ 
Renewable energy, etc. 

Note:  Workforce Development Grant replaces the 
Brownfield Job Training Grant 
 Allows applicants to deliver additional environmental 

training 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EPA Workforce Development Grants. Purpose: To train residents of communities impacted by brownfields for environmental jobs that might otherwise be filled from outside the affected community.  Targets: predominantly low-income and minority, unemployed and under-employed residents Recruit, Train, Place Residents (3 year performance period)HAZWOPER, Asbestos Abatement, Green Remediation techniques, CDL,  Surveying, Site prep for Solar/ Renewable energy, etc.Note:  Workforce Development Grant replaces the Brownfield Job Training GrantAllows applicants to deliver additional environmental trainingLast ones were due February 2015.  Usually come out yearly. Next one possibly in November 2015. 



EPA Workforce Development 
Grants 
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Up to $200,000 per proposal   
Eligible entities are: 
 Local Government  
 States and Tribes 
 Quasi-government entities  
 501(c)(3) Non-profits Organizations 

Yes!  Nonprofits 
may apply 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 



Overview of EPA Brownfields Grant 
Application Process 

31 

 Grant Guidance To Be Issued 
(Fall) 

 Grant Proposals Prepared and 
Submitted (Late Fall/ Early Winter) 

 EPA Vets:  
 Threshold Eligibility (Early Winter) 
 If pass go, Ranking Criteria Scored 

(late winter/early spring) 
 Notification of Award (Spring) 
 Submit Cooperative Agreement 

Application (June) 
 Receive Cooperative Agreement 

(October) 

Technical Assistance for Brownfields http://www.njit.edu/tab/   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Guidance issued in the Fall.  Once the guidance comes out, you will have 60 days to prepare and submit your grant proposal.Applications will be due November / December.EPA vets the application – Threshold Eligibility (early winter) – If you pass go – your proposal will be scored / ranked in early spring.  Who scores your application?  Who is on the panel?  How many will they review?  About a dozen.Programmatic is scored just by your Regional Office. Notification of awards – SpringSubmit Cooperative Agreement Application (June)Receive Cooperative Agreement (October)So you can see it takes 1 year for submission of your proposal to getting the money. A lot of people have their projects and are anxious to get moving.  And the question that comes up all the time, Can I spend the money before the cooperative agreement is in place?  That is a “qualified No”.  You are not eligible to spend the dollars until the agreement is signed.  Any dollars spent on the cleanup can not count as a match if they were spent before the agreement was in place.  That said, you can get a waiver from your Regional office that would allow you spend the money “at risk” up to 90 days prior to getting the agreement in place.  But make sure you have that approval ahead of time. 

mailto:TAB@NJIT.EDU


Developing a Grant Program that 
Works for YOU and appeals to EPA   

32 

 Develop a specific focus to your grant program 
that is based on the unique needs of your 
community – Generic doesn’t get funded 

 What is your story? 
 Should be an intersection of 
 Community Needs and  
 Community Benefits 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Develop a specific focus to your grant program that is based on the unique needs of your community – Generic doesn’t get fundedWhat is your story?Should be an intersection of Community Needs and  Community BenefitsIn terms of writing a successful application.  The most important “take away” that I can give you in terms of coming up with a successful grant application is to know what the focus of your application is, know what differentiates your application from the hundreds of others.  Have a constant theme that runs throughout your application:  From the 1st Section, where it talks about Community Needs through the Project Description, through the budget, all the way through the project benefits.  It needs to all hang together, tell a story and set your application, your community, and your project apart.  If you are writing a novel:You start out with foreshadowing – by introducing the characters and the setting – that’s the community needs sectionThen you move to the action / plot line- in the project description. What will you do with EPA’s Money? – You flesh out the details of it through the budget tableEnding - You bring it all home with the project benefits and tie up loose ends. It all has to tie together. You can’t have plot lines that die or things that come up in the project benefits that weren’t discussed previously in the application.  Cry – SmileWriting a drama – Not a Mystery.  



To Do List 
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 Reach out To EPA NOW! 
 If reapplying for a failed proposal – GET A 

DEBRIEF 
 Find out when Region 3 is doing their grant 

presentations and attend/ participate 
 For current grantees:  cleanup your outstanding 

reporting requirements 
 For site specific applications: vet site eligibility 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once the guidelines come out – EPA is a bit more tight-lipped on what they can say. They can only discuss eligibility and threshold. If this fall will represent another bite at the apple – you had an application that didn’t get funded last year and you want to see if EPA will have a change of heart this year. Reach out to your EPA Regional Brownfields Officer and GET A DEBRIEF on why your previous grant was not funded - Request your score for EACH SECTION.  So that way you can look at the total available points were for each section and see how well you did.  You will now right away which sections need more work. I would also recommend that beg, plead, do whatever you have to do to ask EPA Debriefer for a written summary of the comments by the EPA reviewers that ranked your proposal.  They will not be able to provide you with a score sheet that list those comments.  They have in the past provided a summary. Find out when Region 3 is doing their grant presentations and attend/participate – that is where you are going to hear about what information needs to be included section by section (painstakingly, so).  For current grantees: cleanup your outstanding reporting requirements.  If you have outstanding MBE/WBE reports, federal financial reporting forms, quarterly reports – get them in now. Your EPA Project Officer is responsible for reviewing Your programmatic capacity on how you handle and manage grants – give them that vote of confidence so that they won’t be lying when they say you did a good job and you are up to date on everything.   If your EPA Project Officer is not satisfied with your efforts to date, you better get a move on. For site specific applications: vet site eligibility – It can be a bit funky.  We could spend 3 hours on site eligibility.  We don’t want to do that.  Ask you EPA Project Officer. Reach out to your EPA Project Officer and let them know about your grant program that you want to submit.  Tell them what you want to fund this time around.  For instance, if you are planning to submit an application for a park and you want to include park benches, they are going to tell you that you can’t do that with a cleanup grant (it is an ineligible cost).   Ask them what kind of angle should you use?  What will work?Learn what is eligible for funding Learn what it is that they ideally want to fundThey can tell you this year, we think our focus is going to be on Planning efforts.  It is a conversation worth having – and do it before the grant guidelines come out. 



To Do List 
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 Build your team NOW! 
 Identify partners that would be key to 

implementing your grant program 

 Health Department linkage to 
program? 

 Are there any community based 
organizations, non-profits, economic 
development corporations?  

 Who are the neighborhood or 
community groups around the 
targeted sites/area? 

 
 

 
Technical Assistance for Brownfields http://www.njit.edu/tab/   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The next thing you are going to want to do after you have talked to EPA and caught up on your quarterly reports is building your team.  Brownfields really is a team sport. You will want to identify partners that will be key in implementing your grant program.You have a grant story with a focus for that.  Think now about  What it is that you are going to need to implement that grant program. Who do you need involved?  If you are looking to focus a cleanup grant on a particular site – do you have the residents on board?  Is there a Community Economic Development Corp. that has been working in that neighborhood?  Get them on board.  Get their support. There is a big section on the partners.  Health Department.  What is the linkage?  This something everyone seems to struggle with.  Think about who your health department is and what role they can play in the implementation of your grant. One thing we like to do, in pulling together your team, is to make sure you have at least 1 Community Economic Development Organization, at least one Community Advocacy Organization, one environmental / grassroots advocacy group, also try to get one faith based organization, and an academic institution (Community College or local University).  You are required to provide the name of the organization, a description of the organization, and also their role – how are they going to help in the implementation of the project.  You need to include a letter from them explaining what their commitment is going to be. Look for those organization now.  Develop those relationships.  It is never too early to start laying the groundwork for getting those letters.  A lot of times people wait until the last minute, and it ends up being a real rush job.  If there are no community groups – say so and get letters from residents. 

mailto:tab@njit.edu


To Do List 
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 Build your team NOW! (Continued) 
 LEVERAGE - What other resources will be 

needed to see the project to redevelopment?  
Discuss with prospective funders.  

 
 

 
Technical Assistance for Brownfields http://www.njit.edu/tab/   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EPA LOVES it when their money leverages OTHER peoples  money.Provide EPA with reassurance that you have the resources to follow through. What other resources will be needed to see your project to completion.  By completion we don’t mean the end of the assessment or the then end of the cleanup, but rather to full redevelopment (planning, cleanup, outreach, redevelopment).  Think about that and think about what other resources have been brought to bear up to this point. Discuss now with your prospective funders. Don’t use other EPA funds to leverage.  There are some restrictions on using federal grants for matching. The grant will use indicate whether it is eligible to be used as matching funds for other federal grants.  Any other grants from other sources.  Such as from state grants.  It is very successful.  They dollars can come from non-profit, form the developer.  They can be from state, local, foundation, nonprofit, or tax incentives available to you.

mailto:tab@njit.edu


To Do List 
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 Get your paper on! 
 Unique support letters from your community 

based organizations:   
 their mission,  

 their involvement in the implementation brownfield 
program/project,  

 their contribution to the brownfield program/project 

 Authorizing resolutions:  EPA doesn’t care, but 
your business administrator may  
 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Get Your Paper On!You need to get these unique support letters from your community based organizations.  The folks that you have identified that are going to be on your team.  Including their mission, their involvement in the implementation brownfield program/project, their contribution to the brownfield program/projectHopefully they can provide you with meeting space, or even better with money, or in-kind assistance for a particular project.  Think about what they can bring to the table and leverage that in your application .If all your letter are the same, you will score low.  One of the things we like to do when we are reaching out to the non-profits, community based organizations and state regulatory agency, we like to put together a one-page fact sheet for your project, discuss the project, the grant and what you will do with the money.  You may also want to give them a template with their mission, what they done and what they will do. Authorizing resolutions:  EPA doesn’t care, but your business administrator may – so if you need to get an authorization from your city council to put in for application, apply for it, accept it, and do all that fun paper work.  Take care of it now.  You are only going to have 60 days once the guidelines come out.  Sometimes getting on the docket, takes some time.  So if that is required internally, take care of it now. 
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 Get your paper on! 
 Letter from State environmental regulatory 

agency 
 For site specific petroleum assessment or 

cleanup proposals:  State petroleum eligibility 
letter is needed  
 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Get Your Paper On!Every single application needs to have a letter from the State Environmental regulatory agency.  EPA wants some assurance that you are not operating in a vacuum that state DEP will be on board with the project and not “Ack – What are you doing giving these people this money – we don’t want them to do this cleanup.”  If you have submitted an application in prior years, you can not use last year’s letter. You still need to get a new letter.  You need a fresh letter every single year for that particular grant application. Do it now. Give your one-page fact sheet to WV DEP.  It will help them write your letter. For site –specific petroleum assessment or cleanup proposals – some states will do petroleum eligibility for sites (in lieu of EPA doing it).  IF that is the case, talk to WV DEP and get that letter now, if you are going for a site specific cleanup that is a petroleum site, or site specific assessment grant for a petroleum site. 
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 Coalition Assessment Grants: 
 Have discussions with targeted 

communities and get them on 
board now 

 Have community meetings to 
garner grassroots support and help 
with site identification 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For coalition grants - Have discussions with targeted communities and get them on board now.  Each community has to agree and has to run it up their flag pole.If going for a coalition, Know that for any coalition team member that you include in your grant proposal are not eligible to submit a community wide assessment grant this year.  In other words, no double dipping. Say you are a County, and Town X is on your team.  Town X goes ahead and submits their own Coalition or Community Wide Assessment grant application, EPA is going to kick them both out (if they notice).  If you are doing a Coalition Assessment grant, you are going to want to have community meeting that garner grassroots support and help identify sites in all of the communities represented in your Coalition. The grant guidance is going to talk about a MOA that is going to be required, that is not required at the time of application, that is required that your agreement comes in to play (a year from now).  All of the folks on the Coalition will have to sign on to agree to be in the Coalition. 
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 Cleanup Grants: 
 Secure ownership 
 Complete the site’s Phase II investigation 
 Prepare Draft Analysis of Brownfield Cleanup Alternatives 

document (ABCA) 
 Review requirements and begin public notification/ 

comment period 
 Work on detailed cost estimate for cleanup activities 
 Identify and secure funding source for 20% match 

requirement and any balance of funding needed for 
cleanups that will cost more than $240,000 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AAISecure ownership – EPA requires that you own the property at the time you submit the application.  (Fee Simple).  So if you don’t have Fee Simple in your hand right now for a site you looking to submit a cleanup grant for, work on that now. You don’t have too much time. Complete the site’s Phase II investigation – EPA requirement. That can be submitted as a draft.  But you at least need to have the draft in hand before the grant application goes in. Prepare Draft Analysis of Brownfield Cleanup Alternatives document (ABCA).  That also needs to be prepared and included with the grant proposal. Review requirements and begin public notification/ comment period.  EPA has very specific requirements for public notification and comments – EPA has very definitive language for the language of the newspaper ad and timing.  Review those requirements and begin the public notification. You need to submit something to your newspaper in the legal notice section (or whatever the most appropriate way to do so is), to notify folks that you are having a meeting to discuss the application so the EPA has some assurance there is some community involvement right up front.  Look at that and start that process right away, because in some cases that can take some time. Work on detailed cost estimate for cleanup activities. If you submit a cleanup proposal to EPA that says “Hey we need $200K and we are going to clean this site up, thank you very much EPA.”  That is not going to work.  EPA wants to know what you are going to do with their $200K.  If you have calculated you have 100 cubic yards of petroleum contaminated soil that needs to go off site, 100 CY  @ $62/ cy for transportation and disposal. EPA wants that level of detail.  Start working on that now.  The more definitive your remediation plan is the more competitive your application is.  If you don’t know what your plan is you:You haven’t done enough community involvementYou don’t have an end use identifiedYour budget will be called into question.Identify and secure funding source for 20% match requirement and any balance of funding needed for cleanups that will cost more than $240,000.  The more assured EPA feels that you have 20% match in hand, the better off you are going to be.  If your cleanup is going to cost more than $240K, then you also need to let EPA know where you are going to get the rest of the money to complete the cleanup. Without those things, EPA is very unlikely to fund your cleanup grant.  Don’t commit to greater than 20%, if you do, you will be required to provide it and document it.   
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 Revolving Loan Fund Grants: 
 Identify and secure funding source for 20% match 

requirement 

 Resolve Fund Manager Catch 22:  issue a 
Request for Qualification to identify fund manager 
prior to submission of application 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RLFs – are not for the faint of heart.If you do not currently run some sort of RLF already, do not even think about preparing a grant proposal for an RLF, unless you are going to hire a fund manager to handle the fiduciary aspects of running a loan program. EPA needs to get that warm and fuzzy feeling that you have the infrastructure in place to run an RLF.However, you can’t name a specific entity that you are going to hire as a fund manager, without having passed the procurement sniff test.  One way we suggest that you address this issue, is to issue an RFQ now, so you have an identified qualified fund manager prior to submitting your EPA grant proposal. That is going to give EPA the sense that “Yes, they have someone lined up that is qualified, yet they don’t have them under contract, and they did follow procurement process.”  Think about that.Another big hurdle is the 20% match requirement.  You do need provide some assurances that you do have a 20% match. Sometimes that does come from the fund manager, that they have other funding sources that they have access to.  That is something that you might want to think about some aspects of that in your RFQ. 
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 FOLLOW DIRECTIONS (read entire Guidelines). 

 Write as though the reader knows NOTHING about your 
community 

 Address all criteria – if it doesn’t apply say so and explain why 

 Use the Proposal Check Lists that may be associated with NOFA 

 Be kind to your reviewers – minimize use of 
acronyms/technical/organizational jargon 

 Don’t rely on past successes – keep the application forward-
focused. 

 

 

TIPS 

#1 Piece of 
Advice 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some overall observations and points to keep in mind as you are doing the writing of your grant. Once the guidelines come out, read them.  This is your roadmap. You need to follow the directions. Read the entire guidelines. Understand how the different pieces of it are supposed to fit together, and what EPA is asking for, and how it relates to the project you are addressing.  AND FOLLOW THE DIRECTION. Use the headers. Use the Outline.  Use the bullets.  So the EPA reviewers know exactly which section you are trying to answer. They will have a scoresheet that they are filling out and all of these various points you are trying to hit should come in the right order, so they can just go right down the list and score your application the easiest and most straightforward way possible. Write as though the reader knows absolutely.  NOTHING about your community.  The review panel consists of several people, one them will be from your region, but the others will not.  They may be from an area of the country that is vastly different from what you are writing about – maybe they are from California, or Alaska.   Again, I want to emphasize that you should reach out to your EPA Regional Office now, because they can serve as an advocate for you on that nation panel, but you need make it easy for them.  You need to put all of the information in your application.  Make it easy for your regional person. They shouldn’t have to explain to everyone on your panel everything about your community.  That should all be in your application. Address all criteria – if it doesn’t apply say so and explain why – Take this to heart on all different pieces of the applications – from I’m not able to get demographic information for my town because it is so small that the census tracts are so small that they don’t publish that information.  Or what ever the case may be.  There hasn’t been a health study in my area and that’s why I am not able to provide specific statistics, but this is what I can tell you about the health of my community.  Put everything out there, what you are including and why, and what you are not able to include and why. The reviewers will take that into account.  If it says explain you are going to include local job training programs in your hiring and you don’t have a local job training program.  Don’t just ignore it, you will lose points.  Explain.  We don’t have a local job training program, but what I am going to do is work with my hired consultant to see how we can encourage local hires.  Don’t just ignore it.  If you leave something out, the reviewers have no choice but to deduct points. Usually there is a Proposal Check List that is associated with request for applications. Use that. Make sure you are including everything. Make sure you have all of the attachments you need.  EPA is pretty strict about not having more attachments than they allow.  They typically do not allow maps and graphics as attachments.  So don’t include those.  But make sure you do include everything that is required.  Be kind to your reviewers – minimize use of acronyms/technical/organizational alphabet soups.  The reviews are not necessarily going to be familiar with the acronyms you are familiar with coming form your area of the country.  It is just frustrating to read that kind of application.  You want to make it as easy as possible on the reviewer.  Use white spaceDon’t rely on past successes – keep the application forward-focused.
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 Get an “outside” editor.  

 Decide what your story is.  How is your community different 
from other applicants?  

 Clearly define your priorities and weave it throughout your 
application. 

 Keep extraneous stuff out; it distracts from your story 

 Keep it real – make sure your assertions are backed up with 
data and/or examples. 

 If you don’t know what something is, don’t just skip it!  Check 
out EPA’s Frequently Asked Questions. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some overall observations and points to keep in mind as you are doing the writing of your grant. Get an Outside Editor:Editor – could be someone in house that isn’t as close to the program.  Someone who will check for readability, consistent message, hitting the message.  Provide them with a copy of the section of the guidelines that details what question you are answering.  NJIT is available to review from a content standpoint, but we are not able to provide an editor to fix awkward construction, grammar, spelling, etc.  Note that while most of your applications were very well written, getting someone from outside your program to give you a reality check on how well your message is coming through is never a waste of time.Decide what your story is - only 50% of assessment grants were funded this year, it may be less next year.  Make sure that your application has a compelling story, that makes the reviewer relate to your community, and that sets you apart from the other 50%.Clearly define your priorities and weave it throughout your application.Keep extraneous stuff out; it distracts from your storyKeep it real – make sure your assertions are backed up with data and/or examples.If you don’t know what something is, don’t just skip it!  Check out EPA’s Frequently Asked Questions.	
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 Make sure that what you want to do is eligible, and that it fits in 
with what the program is looking to fund. 

 Make sure that the timeframe works for you and for the funding 
program.  Can your project wait until funding is available?  

 Tell a story:  what ills will the brownfield program strategy you 
have developed correct? Collect data to support your story and 
strategic approach.  

 Be specific, do not be vague in ranking criteria section.  

 Make sure your proposed grant funding activities are realistic 
and can be implemented, both logistically as well as on a cost 
basis. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Make sure that what you put in your budget is eligible. That is don’t say we are going to provide meals at meetings – not eligible.  And make sure that it fits in with what the program is looking to fund.  These are points that are applicable to any application, not just EPA grants.  Make sure that the timeframe works for you and for the funding program.  You will not have the money in your hand to spend for another year.  Can your project wait that long?  Or do you have a developer breathing down your neck and you need it now.  The EPA funds might not be the right program for you.  You don’t want to invest all the time and effort into putting together an application, and then it turns out that you don’t accept it because the project has already has already moved on (the developer spent their own money, or the developer went away and you no longer have the political support to do the project). That just makes it that much more difficult for you next time around to get any funding.  You definitely don’t want to put yourself in a situation where that might happen. Tell a story.  I already went over this.  I can’t say it enough.  What problems does your community have that this assessment, cleanup or RLF grant application will fix?  What are the community needs that this is going to address.  Make sure you have the data to support those need and to support those benefits that you will get out of the grant.  Be as specific as you can be. Be as specific as you can be, particularly in the ranking criteria.  Quantify, Quantify, Quantify. This is such a competitive process, the reviewers are looking for anything they can to deduct points, not because they are mean people, but because they have to differentiate between applications.  The more concrete, the more you can convince the reviewers that you have given this a lot of thought, that you have done your homework, that you understand what it is going to take to assess or cleanup this site ,the better off you are going to be. Make sure what you have in your budget is realistic.  Don’t put aside $10 and say that you are going to go to door to door and visit with every resident in your community to discuss brownfields.  Make sure it can pass the sniff test and that it can be done for the amount that you say.  I have seen a  lot of grant applications where the Phase I dollars are very small and that very well be the norm in your community.  Say that.  Back it up. Justify it.  Say we are going to do 5 Phase I’s at $2K each and this is the average in our community based on previous experience.  Give the reviewer some indication that you didn’t just make that number up.  That there is some basis for it, particularly if its higher or lower than what other communities are finding.  
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 Describe the effect brownfields have on your 

community…the health, welfare, and environmental 
impacts of these sites.  In addition to brownfields, 
provide a summary of the various cumulative 
environmental issues and describe how they have 
resulted in a disproportionate impact on the targeted 
community. … Provide information describing the 
health and welfare of sensitive populations such as 
children, pregnant women, minority or low-income 
communities, or other sensitive populations… 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Onto the specific sections!This is a difficult section, and it is worth 25 pts.  You are being asked by EPA to tell them how brownfields has impacted the health of your populations, and how other issues come together with brownfields to negatively impact sensitive people.  Chances are, you don’t have any studies that directly link a brownfield site with high cancer incidents; because this is a community wide assessment grant, you may not even know which brownfield sites you will be addressing or what the contaminants are!  So what do we do?	
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Targeted Community and Brownfields Common Pitfalls To 
Avoid: 
 Showing the Community in a positive light 

 Vague or changing definition of Program Description and/or target 
area. 

 Falling short with addressing “Cumulative Environmental Issues.”   

 Missing environmental impacts of sites mentioned in 
proposed/target area. 

 Lack of understanding of contamination. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is where you introduce your characters:Your communityHow much you NEED this EPA moneyPitfalls To Avoid:Showing the Community in a positive lightVague or changing definition of Program Description and/or target area.Falling short with addressing “Cumulative Environmental Issues.”  Missing environmental impacts of sites mentioned in proposed/target area.Lack of understanding of contamination. – inconsistencies – you have a heavy metal issue but you talk about cleaning up PCBs
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 Impacts on Targeted Community Common Pitfalls: 
 Falling short with addressing “disproportionate impact.” 

 General statements of health impacts.  

 Lack of detail on sensitive populations in target area. 

 Not linking brownfield sites to the sensitive populations 
experiencing health/welfare impacts in target area. 

 Linking the brownfield sites to the “ills” of the target 
community. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
many of the proposals contained great data with asthma, lead poisoning, flooding, etc, yet did NOT tie any of these ills to the preponderance of brownfield sites in their communities.  While it may be inferred, the stronger proposals present this information explicitly. Error  - ExampleReally poor community on the east side, but you are targeting the downtown. 
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Strategies: 
 Clearly define target project/communities  

 Keep it consistent throughout your application. 

 Discuss cumulative issues and how these disproportionately impact 
your target population. Identify specific threats and supporting 
information. 

 Describe in detail the type brownfields you are going to address. 

 Based on the types of contaminants, find specific health related 
statistics. 

 Include demographics of sensitive populations. 

 Quantify, quantify, quantify. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Strategies to successfully navigate the common pitfalls:Clearly define target project/communities Keep it consistent throughout your application.For a community wide assessment – we recommend selecting 2 or 3 sites to target then you can have more specific community “ills” and “project benefits”. Defining your community:  Some of you are regional entities.  This makes selecting your target area challenging.  Remember, the reviewers will not be familiar with your area and with your political structures.  Set the stage for them by 1) explain the broader geographic area in terms of sq miles, population, etc.  2) zero in on your target communities (be it a section of town, or specific towns within a larger region – and pick the worst ones that fit within your project.) 3) pull your “story” in; what type of bf sites will you be targeting?  (downtown, large mill buildings, small gas stations, highway or river corridors?) .  MC: Some proposals were submitted for both petro and haz sub, yet didn’t mention ANY issues with petro contamination in their community.  Oops! 4) now bring it down to the people living around these sites.  Make sure this carries through with how you intend to prioritize sites and what the benefits are.Cumulative impacts means all the environmental issues faced by a community.  Is there a big transfer station in the area that produces a lot of truck traffic?  Is there blighted areas that invite dumping?  Is there contaminated water?  A nearby superfund site or landfill?  Paint a picture of the community and everything they deal with, that put together, have a greater negative impact on them then on others.  This is where you can start to differentiate your application from everyone else’s.  The unspoken words here are ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE!!! Describe in detail the type brownfields you are going to address.  What type of site is it?  How big is the typical site?  What percentage of the targeted area is impacted by brownfield sites?  What are the contaminants?  You may be looking for this grant to provide the funds to do an inventory to figure this stuff out.  That is absolutely an eligible expense.  However, if you are going to be competitive, you need to have an understanding of the nature and extent of the sites going in.  If you don’t know the types of contaminants, find out what has been found on similar sites.  If you are working with an environmental consultant, ask them.  Ask EPA Region 1 (now, before the guidelines come out!), as the State environmental folks.  Based on the prior uses of the sites, there will be a suite of anticipated contaminants.Based on the types of contaminants, find specific health related statistics. Okay, these are not easy to find.  Ask your local health officials, check out state health studies, contact local hospitals to see if they are aware of any such studies, check out academic institutions and local non-profits that have an interest in such matters to see if they have done health studies in your target area.  Make sure you make the link between the target populations, the contaminants at the identified brownfield sites, and the health studies.  Cite your sources for the studies!!Sensitive populations: include a demographic table indicating sensitive populations within the target community if you are able to show that there are greater percentages of low income, disabled, young, old, or women of child-bearing years in the targeted area.  MC-This is a little tricky:  in EPA’s grant guidance, they have a single table that combines both sensitive populations (minorities) and financial demographics. Many of you took EPA’s table literally and had one table in the financial need section. Think about doing two tables: the sensitive population data ends up in this section, while the financial data ends up in the next section.Quantify, quantify, quantify.Provide numbers!!! Many proposals had great over reaching statements like, ‘Our target community suffers from disproportionate number of aging housing stock and high vacancy rates.’ yet had no statistics to back it up.  Without data, such statements that would strengthen the proposal, simply appear antidotal.  	
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…Elaborate on demographic information 
…population, unemployment rate, poverty rate, 
percent minority, and per capita 
income….describe the economic impact of 
brownfields…put the community’s economic 
need in context…describe factors such as fiscal 
condition or population size that limit your ability 
to draw on other sources of funding for cleanup 
of brownfield sites.  If you already have a 
brownfields grant(s) … describe why you need 
additional funding. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
15 points  EPA is looking for you to tell them that your target population is poor, minorities, with high unemployment and poverty relative to the rest of the area and nation.  Chances are, you can’t do this.  You can’t make stuff up, so you have to describe what you have in a manner which emphasizes these qualities.
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Financial Need Common Pitfalls: 
 Target communities are unclear. 

 Economic data is not presented in compelling light. 
Target communities do not show need 

 Missing details of economic impact to the targeted area 
lined with brownfield sites. 

 Missing discussion on inability to draw on other sources 
of funds. 

 Fail to cover why more funding is needed. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You just made your case that you have all these problems, This is where you say, We don’t have money to fix it and we need your money. Financial Need Common Pitfalls:Target communities are unclear. In some applications, the target communities seem to shift depending on the section you are in..Economic data is not presented in compelling light. Target communities do not show need = Put yourself in the worst list – make EPA cry. This is where it has to be made abundantly clear where it is that this money will go, because this is your opportunity to focus on your lower income areas.  You may not have the statistics that show this need, so you have to rely more on anecdotal evidence for  demonstrating need.  Missing details of economic impact to the targeted area lined with brownfield sites. - Use individual census tracts to get the date.Missing discussion on inability to draw on other sources of funds. – Discuss underemployment if applicable (DOL data)If you are an existing grantee you need to discuss why more funding is needed. (We have 10 times more sites). If you have a prior EPA grant, this is NOT the place to brag about what a wonderful job you did managing it; this is where you state that the need is so great, that regardless of how effectively the prior grant was implemented, you have a great need for more money
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Financial Need Strategies: 
 Be sure to be consistent with defined targeted community. 

 Talk about region / community-specific issues that increase costs (i.e. 
higher transportation costs, higher utility costs…). Drill down to 
targeted Census Tracts, if need be. 

 Talk about budget slashing measures that have been implemented – 
public sector layoffs, small staffs, or reductions in services. 

 Talk about the great need for additional brownfield cleanups, and the 
lack of budget in your small towns for this work.  Include factors that 
limit your ability to draw on other sources of funding. 

 Existing Grantees:  Why is more money needed? 

 Be consistent with financial need and leveraged funding for projects. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Financial Need Strategies.  Even if your demographics aren’t the most competitive from EPA’s standpoint.  That doesn’t mean that you don’t need these funds.  In this section you have to convince the reviewer that DESPITE the numbers, you really are a needy community.Financial Need Strategies:Be sure to be consistent with defined targeted community.Talk about region / community-specific issues that increase costs (i.e. higher transportation costs, higher utility costs…). Drill down to targeted Census Tracts, if need be.Talk about budget slashing measures that have been implemented – public sector layoffs, small staffs, or reductions in services.  Tax foreclosures, show a loss of tax base. (Cite your sources)Talk about the great need for additional brownfield cleanups, and the lack of budget in your small towns for this work.  Include factors that limit your ability to draw on other sources of funding.Existing Grantees:  Why is more money needed?Be consistent with financial need and leveraged funding for projects.Any natural disaster that occurred as far back as 2006 can be included in the application.  So, all the sad things you said about floods in prior grant applications, you should say again, because you will still get “credit” for them.  
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Describe the program you are proposing to 
be funded under this grant and how the 
program fits in with the targeted community’s 
needs as well as demonstrate that you have 
a reasonable approach to reach your project 
goals, reasonable costs and the capacity 
implement the program.   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
25 points: This section is where you give the executive summary of your story.  You did some foreshadowing in the community need section by setting the stage – you introduced the setting and the characters, now you lay out the plot line for the reviewers.  You are writing a drama, not a mystery – don’t leave anything to interpretation.
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Project / Program Description Common Pitfalls: 
 There is not an overall targeted program; just want assess a bunch of sites; or 

cleanup a site and see what happens.   

 Contradictions on whether or not inventories and/or Brownfield Advisory 
Committees exist or will be developed. 

 No emphasis on community planning products that call for brownfield work. 

 Project Description doesn’t include redevelopment strategy for properties that are 
assessed. 

 Timing of key activities not discussed (procurement, site selection, securing site 
access) 

 Site selection not discussed or contradicts program focus. 

 Resting on laurels 

 Stopping with assessments 

 If existing grantee, set forth administrative process as if for the first time.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The typical pitfalls we see in the Program Description section are :There is not an overall targeted program; just want issue loans / sub-grants to those that are interested or assess a bunch of sites; or cleanup a site and see what happens.   Your Site Selection not discussed or contradicts your program focus. No emphasis on community planning products that call for brownfield work.Project Description doesn’t include redevelopment strategy for properties that are assessed. Timing of key activities not discussed (procurement, site selection, securing site access)Site selection not discussed or contradicts program focus. Often applicants cited the outreach they would do to encourage people / towns to nominate sites.  This can come across as not having a readily available stable of sites to draw from, and also brings into question how you will be targeting the communities of need identified in the first section.  Outreach is good, but be careful that you aren’t giving an unintended impression to the reviewers. Resting on your Laurels:  you may have been the most amazing grantee that ever walked on water, but that is not the point of this section.  By saying “we will keep doing what we have done” and then launching into a litany of the great things you did with prior grants, you are not giving reviewers the information they need to understand what type of sites you will target moving forward, or how this grant will play out. Stopping with assessmentsIf you are an existing grantee, don’t set forth administrative process as if this is the frist time you have done this.   Lacking a definitive process for administering funds / use of contractors.  Hint – Contractors will be procured in accordance with Federal requirements.In the past many applicants cited inventories and Brownfield Advisory Committees, but contradicted themselves on whether or not they already existed or would be created through the grant funding. Planning: Ideally, assessing brownfield sites was identified as a need in a recent planning document that you can cite, that had lots of community input.  Maybe it was a plan for waterfront development, and the targeted bf sites are all along your waterway.  Maybe it was a downtown revitalization plan, or an economic development strategy.  It does not look good to say that you applied for a grant to do planning, and assessing brownfield sites will be a recommendation of the plan, assuming you complete the plan. If you are representing Regional Planning Commissions, be careful not to go overboard.  We have seen some roposals had too much focus on PLANNING EFFORTS without really discussing what was going to be done with the EPA money if it was awarded.Be forward thinking!  EPA doesn’t want a bunch of sites assessed – they want sites redeveloped.  The assessment is the first step, but you need to demonstrate that you have a plan for moving these sites to remediation and redevelopment.  You have and end use in mind, and know what it takes to get there.What can you say that other’s can’t?Be specific – Be unique
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Project / Program Description Strategies: 
 Write a compelling story that sets your community apart in the 

reviewers’ minds.  

 Be Clear as to what prior work you are building upon and what will be 
funded through this grant. 

 Demonstrate good planning. 

 Link the community need sections and issues identified to the work 
planned through this grant with a clear program focus. 

 Yet, allow for additional sites beyond the program focus.  “It is 
anticipated that the majority of funds will be spent on XYZ, but this is a 
community wide application.”   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Write a compelling story that sets your community apart in the reviewers’ minds. Be Clear as to what prior work you are building upon and what will be funded through this grant.Remember the reviewer isn’t familiar with your area and what you have accomplished.  Do you have an inventory or are you developing one?  Do you already have a brownfields committee or are you developing one?Demonstrate good planning.Linkages:  Go back to the first section.  Is there a community need / health issue that you aren’t addressing through this section?  Either address it, or go back and delete it.  You need to make sure you tie up all your plot lines – you can’t say that there is a high incidence of lead poisoning and only focus on addressing BF sites with PCBs.  You can’t say that you are focusing on the poor downtown areas of a targeted group of cities and then say you will do outreach to get sites from your entire service area, and cite large rural brownfields as examples.Yet, allow for additional sites beyond the program focus.  “It is anticipated that the majority of funds will be spent on XYZ, but this is a community wide application.”  
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Project / Program Description 
Strategies: 

 Describe site selection process for targeted area and non-
targeted areas.  May be different. 

 Mention strategic plan(s). Discuss timing.  

 For existing grantees, discuss existing administrative 
process, team and fund uses. Does the current structure 
work or will it be changed? Don’t focus on overall successes 
in this section. 

 Be forward thinking 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Describe site selection process for targeted area and non-targeted areas.  May be different for petroleum / haz substance. Bring in appropriate plans. Discuss your advisory committees.  Discuss how you will prioritize sites.  Discuss the process for Phase I, 2s, enrolling your sites in the VCP., involving the community. Mention strategic plan(s). Discuss timing. For existing grantees, discuss existing administrative process, team and fund uses. Does the current structure work or will it be changed? Don’t focus on overall successes in this section.Save the “toot your own horn” for capabilities section.Be Forward thinking:  tell what you will do, not what you have done.  Tell what you will do with this grant, and what you will do after this grant to move sites through the next phases of cleanup and redevelopment.  If you have previous grants, by all means build upon them – just don’t rely on them to carry you through this section at the expense of laying out how you will implement the new funds.



Project Description and Feasibility 
of Success: Budget 
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 …Identify specific tasks for which EPA funding will 

be used. .. Describe each task in detail, including 
the basis for the estimated costs as well as the 
projected outputs.  …a local government … may 
use up to 10 percent of its grant funds for health 
monitoring of populations, monitoring and 
enforcement of institutional control(s), or other 
related program development and implementation 
activities. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the heart of the application – the climax of your story, and worth 20 points.  You lay out very precisely exactly what you will do with this money.  Provide detail and backup and make sure it follows from the community need and project description, and sets up your finale – the project benefits.



Project / Program Description  
and Feasibility of Success 
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   Task Description and Budget Common 
Pitfalls: 
 Missing information regarding Cost Share 

(Cleanup)  

 Detail to back up costs is not provided.  
Outputs are not presented. 

 Numbers of sites to be assessed/cleaned up/ 
loans and sub-grants to be issued don’t align 
with the program focus that was described in 
the rest of the application. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The budget is you opportunity to make crystal clear EXACTLY how the money will be used.  It gives you the chance to convince the reviewer that your project has been thoroughly thought through, and is reasonable and achievable.   Where is your money coming from???Almost all the proposals we see have some shortfalls here.  Common things we see are: Missing information regarding Cost Share (Cleanup) Detail to back up costs is not provided.  Outputs are not presented.Numbers of sites to be assessed/cleaned up/ loans and sub-grants to be issued don’t align with the program focus that was described in the rest of the application.



Project / Program Description 
 and Feasibility of Success 
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 Task Description and Budget Common Pitfalls 

(continued): 
 Detailed activities in the budget not discussed 

elsewhere in the proposal.  

 Not including items described in Program 
Description in budget tasks. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tasks and activities were detailed in the budget write up that didn’t really appear anywhere else or were barely mentioned elsewhere in the proposal. This info had no context.



Project / Program Description 
 and Feasibility of Success 
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Task Description and Budget Strategies: 
 Use a spreadsheet with formulas inserted into the word 

document to ensure that there are no mathematical or 
transcription errors. 

 Provide detail to back up the numbers. Justify the need for 
any salary, particularly if it is a high percentage of the 
grant. UNIT COSTS need to be provided. 

 Make sure each task has appropriate output(s) associated 
with it. 

 Link budget to the rest of the application, specifically to 
Project / Program Description activities and roles. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Task Description and Budget Strategies:Use a spreadsheet with formulas inserted into the word document to ensure that there are no mathematical or transcription errors.Provide detail to back up the numbers. Justify the need for any salary, particularly if it is a high percentage of the grant. UNIT COSTS need to be provided.  Salaries should be under 15-20% of the budget (at least 80% contractual).  Break out salary and fringe.  	For example:  Community Outreach = 4 meetings @ 8 hours each @ $x/hour.	How many Phase I’s?   Example: 10 Phase Is @$5K each = $50K                    How much should you budget for Equipment?   0                   Include travel to the National BF ConferenceDetail:For example, if you are budgeting $2,520 for salary for a task, the budget narrative should state that this represents 1 hour per month for the three year project period for a total of 36 hours over the life of the grant, at $70 per hour.  If you have money budgeted for supplies, break it down - $150 for paper at $50 per year for a case of paper each year for the three year life of the grant; $225 for toner for three cartridges at $75 each.  Not only does this provide the back up detail the reviewer needs to understand your budget, it also provides a sense that every detail has been thought out.  For your estimated Phase 1 and Phase 2 costs, provide a justification for how you came up with them – based on our past experience; a preliminary cost estimate; the average costs of such study in our region over the past few years…Make sure each task has appropriate output(s) associated with it.Outputs – we will talk more about these momentarily, but in the budget section, for each task you should include the anticipated output.  This justifies the value of the line items and neatly sets up the discussion for the next section.Link budget to the rest of the application, specifically to Project / Program Description activities and roles.Link to the rest of the application – if you mention 4 Phase II’s in the project description, make sure your budget also has 4 Phase IIs as well. 



Project Description and Feasibility of 
Success: Tracking and Measuring Progress 
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Describe your plan for tracking and measuring your progress towards achieving 
the expected short-term and long-term project outcomes and outputs. 
 
1. Outputs: …an environmental activity, effort, and/or associated work products related to an 
environmental goal or objective that will be produced or provided over a period of time or by 
a specified date. Outputs may be quantitative or qualitative but must be measurable during 
the project period. …the number of brownfield sites identified, development of an area-wide 
plan, number of Phase I and Phase II site assessments, and number of community meetings 
held.  
 
2. Outcomes: …the result, effect, or consequence that will occur from carrying out the 
activities under the grant. Outcomes may be environmental, behavioral, health-related, or 
programmatic; must be quantitative; and may not necessarily be achievable during the 
project period. … the number of jobs leveraged and other funding leveraged through the 
economic reuse of sites; the number of acres made ready for reuse or acres of greenspace 
created for communities; and whether the project will minimize exposure to hazardous 
substances.  
 



Tracking and Measuring Progress 
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Common Pitfalls: 
 Vague description of outputs and outcomes. 
 Copying and pasting language from other types of grant 

proposals. 
 No discussion of how these will be tracked, measured 

and reported. 
 Outputs don’t match budget or align with program focus. 
 Misunderstanding of what EPA means by outcomes and 

outputs. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Common Pitfalls:Vague description of outputs and outcomes.Copying and pasting language from other types of grant proposals.No discussion of how these will be tracked, measured and reported.Outputs don’t match budget or align with program focus.Misunderstanding of what EPA means by outcomes and outputs



Tracking and Measuring Progress 
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Strategies: 
 Be very specific in the outcomes and 

outputs. 
 Be specific about how you will track it 

(short and long term). 
 Affirm that all will be recorded in ACRES. 
 Refer back to the outputs identified in your 

budget to make sure that they line up. 
 Refer back to the Community Need section 

to make sure it ties together. 



Project Description and Feasibility 
of Success: Leveraging 
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Under this criterion applicants who can demonstrate firm 
commitments for additional funds/resources for completion of 
the project may be evaluated more favorably.  Demonstrate how 
you will leverage additional funds …to support the project 
activities.  Specifically, describe how these funds will be used to 
contribute to the performance and success of the proposed 
project.  … Describe the amount(s) and type(s) of leveraged 
resources…how you will obtain…likelihood the leveraging will 
materialize during the grant…strength of commitment … specific 
role.  Attach letters or other documentation… 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
5 pointsEPA knows that $200,000 isn’t enough money to assess every site where assessment is needed.  They want to see that you have actual commitments to address the need, and take the site through the next phases so there is a redevelopment at the end of the day.  (worth 10 points)



Project / Program Description 
 and Feasibility of Success 
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Leveraging Common Pitfalls: 
 Specific commitments not included. 

 Funds for how to get a site from planning to assessment through 
redevelopment aren’t discussed. 

 Not connecting leveraged resources to the projects or the overall program. 

 Not indicating if leverage is definite or otherwise how likely it is to obtain 
funding from funder cited. 

 Elsewhere in proposal, discuss how advisory committee is providing 
support, but fail to include members in-kind contribution or even EPA 
Grantee in-kind as leveraging. 

 Didn’t include commitment letters or other documentation from providers of 
with specific leverage mentioned. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Leveraging Common Pitfalls:Specific commitments not included.Funds for how to get a site from planning to assessment through redevelopment aren’t discussed.Not connecting leveraged resources to the projects or the overall program.Not indicating if leverage is definite or otherwise how likely it is to obtain funding from funder cited.  (Have you applied? Have you won before?)Elsewhere in proposal, discuss how advisory committee is providing support, but fail to include members in-kind contribution or even EPA Grantee in-kind as leveraging.Didn’t include commitment letters or other documentation from providers of with specific leverage mentioned.  Discuss money!



Project / Program Description 
 and Feasibility of Success 
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Leveraging Strategies: 
 Use real funds and make the connection of how you will leverage it.  

 Talk about funding to take a project through the entire process to 
include redevelopment; cite funding sources available for this work 
and the timeframe / likelihood of securing these funds. Make sure 
each source is tied to the targeted program/projects. 

 Spend some time getting letters of commitment from grantors, 
financial institutions, developers with numbers! 

 For existing grantees: use examples of past project leveraging to 
demonstrate ability to leverage (and indicate if such funding sources 
are likely to be used moving forward). 
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Community Engagement and Partnerships: 
Plan for Involving Targeted Community 
 

How will inform involve and inform the 
community and other stakeholders during the 
planning and implementation of your project? 
• demonstrate actions or plans to effectively involve and inform the 

targeted community and relevant stakeholders;  
• identify the relevancy of the local/state/tribal environmental 

authority to the project;  
• identify roles of other relevant governmental partnerships;  
• identify the relevant roles of community organizations and affirm 

their involvement in the project through commitment letters.  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Worth 10 points.  This section is to describe your outreach to affected people who will have a role in the project or who are impacted because they live nearby.	
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Community Engagement and Partnerships: Plan for 
Involving Targeted Community (a) 
 

Discuss your plan for involving the affected community 
(e.g., neighborhood organizations, citizens’ groups, 
borrowers, developers, and other stakeholders) in site 
selection for assessments, cleanup decisions, or reuse 
planning, including activities that have already occurred.  
Describe your plan for communicating the progress of 
your project to citizens, including plans for 
communicating in languages commonly used in the 
community.  … Applicants must demonstrate how they 
will engage the targeted community in meaningful ways 
to ensure success of the proposed project.  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	Provide a description of, and role of, the key community-based organizations involved in your project. … local citizen or business groups, environmental or civic organizations, educational institutions, and local labor organizations. … demonstrate how the community is engaged and involved in your project … Attach letters from all community-based organizations mentioned that describe their roles and affirm any referenced commitments.Worth 10 points.  This section is to describe your outreach to affected people who will have a role in the project or who are impacted because they live nearby.
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Community Engagement and Partnerships: 
Plan for Involving Targeted Community 
 

Common Pitfalls: 
 With existing EPA grantees, fail to describe 

meaningful prior outreach. 

 Fail to describe outreach to specific, targeted 
residential communities. 

 Provide a plan for informing affected 
populations, but not for involving them. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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Common Pitfalls (continued): 
 Outreach is targeted to governmental bodies, 

not to public. 

 Fail to describe communication and 
involvement of community in site selection 
and clean up planning. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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Strategies: 
 Address the issue of non-English 

speaking populations if Community Need 
indicated substantial non-English 
speaking populations. 

 Know the difference between 
ENGAGING the public and INFORMING 
the public. 

 Include opportunities for the public to communicate in a 
meaningful way on individual projects-as they are selected and 
cleanup plans are being developed. 

 Include a broad cross section on any formal boards, etc.   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Okay, some of your communities are pretty homogeneous, and there isn’t a need for translation services.  But if you don’t address this requirement, you lose points.  So, remind the reviewer that you have no non-English speaking people, but assure them that, should the need arise, you will ensure that translation services are provided.Inform vs. involve: Merely providing brochures or doing outreach to the local Chamber of Commerce misses two big items on EPA’s wish list: 1) involving the community (which EPA sees as Mr. and Mrs. Smith living next door to your site), and 2) giving Mr. and Mrs. Smith the opportunity and platform to engage with you on the project.  Make sure you build in public meetings that provide ample opportunity to learn what people want to see in terms of which sites, which reuse, what cleanup, etc.  Does this somewhat contradict the idea that this project should be build on a strong foundation of existing planning during which the sites and reuses have already been vetted?  Maybe, but cite all that community outreach that went into the planning documents and talk about how this will build on it.Include opportunities for the public to communicate in a meaningful way on individual projects-as they are selected and cleanup plans are being developed.Include a broad cross section on any formal boards, etc.  
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Project Description and Feasibility of Success: 
Community Engagement and Partnerships (b) 

Describe your current efforts and plans to 
develop partnerships with the following entities 
including a description of the role they would 
play to ensure your brownfields project is 
successful: i) your local/state/tribal 
environmental and health agencies; ii) other 
relevant federal and state governmental 
agencies; and iii) any local environmental job 
training program.   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	Worth 10 points.  This section is to describe partnerships with governmental agencies, and to describe how you will keep the dollars in your community by hiring locally.
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Common Pitfalls: 
 Not making the connection to local and 

state Health Departments. 
 Not discussing role of state 

environmental regulators/program. 
 Weak Federal partnerships 
 
 
 

Community Engagement and 
Partnerships: Partnerships w/  
Government Agencies 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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Community Engagement and 
Partnerships: Partnerships w/  
Government Agencies 
 

Strategies: 
 Meet with local and state health officials to discuss how they 

can work with the  brownfields program.  Perhaps they sit on 
your advisory committee or receive copies of all reports? Or 
assist with communicating risk to public? 

 Include Federal agencies that are touched on in Leveraging 
section.   

 And don’t forget your friends at USEPA and WV DEP! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Meet with local and state health officials to discuss how they can work with the  brownfields program.  Perhaps they sit on your advisory committee or receive copies of all reports? Or assist with communicating risk to public?Include Federal agencies that are touched on in Leveraging section.  And don’t forget your friends at USEPA and WV DEP!EPA wants assurances that the local health officials are plugged in (if you are doing a health monitoring study, that is an obvious way to partner with them)
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Project Description and Feasibility of Success: 
Community Engagement and Partnerships (c) 

Provide a description of, and role of, the key 
community-based organizations involved in your 
project. … local citizen or business groups, 
environmental or civic organizations, educational 
institutions, and local labor organizations. … 
demonstrate how the community is engaged and 
involved in your project … Attach letters from all 
community-based organizations mentioned that 
describe their roles and affirm any referenced 
commitments. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	Worth 10 points.  This section is to specifically state who your partner organizations are and to list out how they will contribute to the success of the project.
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Community Engagement and Partnerships: 
Community Based Organizations 
  

Common Pitfalls: 
 Including groups that are not Community-Based 

Organizations. 

 Not including list or table with CBOs name, description 
and role in RLF program. 

 Not including enough organizations or a wide range of 
organizations. 

 Not including residential groups that are relevant to 
specific targeted areas. 

 Not including specific commitments / roles for CBOs. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is generally a strong section for everyone – just make sure that you only include groups that are community based organizations (don’t throw in extra groups to make your list longer; that just makes it look like you don’t know what a community based organization really is); include specific commitments for each entity; make sure that for each group described in this section, there is a support letter from them that reiterates the commitments; put the description and commitments in the text of the application, don’t include it as an appendix. MC:  some proposals did not include groups that represented RESIDENTS of the targeted neighborhoods. Not sure if points were deducted from the proposals for this.
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Community Engagement and Partnerships: 
Community Based Organizations 
  

Common Pitfalls (continued): 
 Not including letters from CBOs. 

 CBO letters do not have role or commitment for 
grant implementation. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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Community Engagement and Partnerships: 
Community Based Organizations 
  

Strategies: 
 Drum up more community support.  Meet with neighborhood groups 

and other stakeholders in targeted area prior to submission of 
application to get their buy-in on the application and their role in 
implementation. 

 Draft support letters with suggested language as to the CBO role/ 
commitment in implementing your program.   

 DON’T forget to include CBO letters.  If you don’t have a letter, take 
them off the narrative CBO table. 

 For existing EPA grantees:  need to demonstrate examples of past 
engagement to show that efforts have effectively involved targeted 
community. 



Program Benefits:  Health / 
Welfare and Environmental 
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 Describe the site assessments will lead to 
cleanups and redevelopment that supports your 
proposed project.  Specifically, describe the social 
and /or public health benefits anticipated from the 
revitalization of the sites assessed under this 
grant.   

 Describe the health and/or welfare and 
environmental challenges environmental benefits 
anticipated from this program and how these 
benefits will address the health and/or welfare and 
environmental challenges discussed in the 
Community Need section. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
10 points: The benefits section is your grant finale, where you are able to tie it together and end with a flourish.  You have built up the crescendo, now leave them wiping away tears as they envision how these funds will transform your community and bring good health and prosperity to your residents.



Program Benefits:  
Health / Welfare / Environment 
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Common Pitfalls: 
 Benefits are vague/generic. 
 Benefits don’t tie back to the needs 

expressed in the Community Need section. 
 Missing specifics regarding connection 

between sensitive populations and their 
proximity to targeted area.  



Program Benefits:  
Health / Welfare / Environment 
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Strategies: 
 Tie the benefits into the 

Community Needs 
expressed, the Program 
Description, and the 
outcomes. 
How will the benefits be 

achieved? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It can be difficult to define the benefits when projects are not yet known, but you must demonstrate a level of understanding on how the benefits can and will be achieved.Go back to the Community Need section and make a list of EVERY community ill that is contained in the text.  Then go thru the Project Benefit section to make sure that it is addressed in this section.  If its not going to be addressed within short and long term impacts associated with implementing your new EPA funding, consider striking the ‘ill’ from the Community Benefit section as it is likely taking up too much real estate.Health benefits should reflect the needs identified in the beginning.  Removal of contaminants should reflect the contaminants identified earlier in the application.  



Project Benefits:  Infrastructure / 
Sustainable Reuse 
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 Describe how your community or organization is 
using planning, policies, ordinances…to foster 
and implement sustainable redevelopment. 
Provide examples …such as using existing 
infrastructure, green buildings, energy efficiency, 
water management, green remediation, 
construction and demolition materials recycling, 
diesel emissions reductions, and renewable 
energy. 

 Describe how your approach to address and 
revitalize brownfield sites will incorporate 
equitable development practices or livability 
principles. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
8 points - It is where you have the chance to let EPA know what other environmentally beneficial boxes will be checked off in the implementation of this project.



Program Benefits: Environmental Benefits from 
Infrastructure Reuse / Sustainable Reuse 
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Common Pitfalls: 

 Providing too many examples at the expense of 
explaining what overall benefits are anticipated. 

 Failure to include the reuse of existing infrastructure. 

 Introducing prioritization elements for sustainable 
reuse here for the first time. 

 Missing information on how environmental practices 
will be promoted/enforced (tools/ordinances). 

 Missing Equitable Development / Livability Principles 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you are going to have sustainable elements as a priortization criteria for selecting your sites, make sure you mention it up front when you are discussing site selection.  Don’t wait until this section and throw it in as an afterthought.Equitable Development If you look at EPA’s FAQ, “equitable development” is defined along the lines of what I think of as smart growth.  This section asks about “equitable development” AND avoiding gentrification – two different things; make sure you address them both.  MC:  Not sure if this is entirely true.  I suspect that the buzz phrase du jour “equitable development” has been interpreted in many different ways among all the reviewers. If your community ill is unemployment, and project benefit is jobs – say you expect # of jobs – cite examples of other similar projects. 



Program Benefits: Environmental Benefits from 
Infrastructure Reuse / Sustainable Reuse 
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Strategies: 

 Tie the benefits into the Community Needs expressed, 
the Program Description, and the outcomes. 

 Provide a single example, but not at the expense of 
descriptive text on your objectives. 

 Cite specific requirements wherever possible for 
green building design, recycled content, stormwater 
management, etc. Ordinances? Agreements with 
Developers? 

 Read the list of Livability Principles and think about 
how it applies to your program. Or Discuss Equitable 
Development.  

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tie the benefits into the Community Needs expressed, the Program Description, and the outcomes.This bullet is getting repetitive.  But it bears repeating!  Tie it all together.  Now is not the time to introduce new concepts, just repackage the elements you have already discussed.  Issues with access to transportation a need in the beginning?  Focus on creating new jobs in the downtown your project?  Benefit is reuse of infrastructure to allow for residents to access jobs easily with existing transit/ road / walkable neighborhoods.  Project waterfront development?  Benefit is reuse of existing waterway to provide alternate transportation route to link residents to jobs.Provide a single example, but not at the expense of descriptive text on your objectives. Pick Wisely!Cite specific requirements wherever possible for green building design, recycled content, stormwater management, etc. Ordinances? Agreements with Developers?Read the list of Livability Principles and think about how it applies to your program. Or Discuss Equitable Development. 



Program Benefits: Economic and 
Community Benefits 
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Discuss potential economic benefits, such as increased 
employment and expanded tax base, which may be achieved 
through the redevelopment of sites assessed under this grant 
(be as specific as possible);  
or  
discuss non-economic benefits associated with sites to be 
reused for greenspace or other not-for-profit activities. 
Examples may include areas redeveloped for uses such as 
parks, recreation areas, greenways, environmental buffers and 
other not-for-profit, governmental or charitable organization 
spaces libraries, schools, health centers, community centers, 
fire stations, etc. 
 
Job Creation Potential 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
7 points This section is asking for specific, quantifiable, economic benefits likely to result from this grant, and non-economic benefits such as environmental or benefits to the community. Job creation:  EPA wants assurances that you will make an effort to hire local people for the work. Across the country, municipalities are fielding complaints from unemployed residents that they are not benefiting directly from the federal funds that are going into their communities. The best way to convince EPA that local people are benefiting from the jobs being created by this program is to be able to tie the work into graduates of a local EPA job training program or other similar program.  This has the double benefit of helping EPA show success in the sister grant program to this, the job training grants.  If such a program does not exist in your area, what other ways can you keep the jobs in the community?  Do you have a local hiring clause that allows preference for hiring locally within the allowable procurement process?  (anyone from Region 3 want to add anything to provide additional insight on EPA’s motivation for this?)



Program Benefits: Economic and 
Community Benefits 
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Common Pitfalls: 
 Benefits are too vague, not quantified. 

 Benefits don’t tie into the Community Need, Program 
Description, and identified outcomes. 

 Bringing in a greenspace element for the first time in 
the narrative. 

 Missing specifics regarding connection between 
cleanups and outcomes such as increased tax base, 
jobs and other economic benefits for the targeted 
area. 
 

 



Program Benefits: Economic and 
Community Benefits 
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Strategies: 
 Generate specific numbers on jobs created and taxes generated. 

Extrapolate, if need be. 

 Tie the benefits into the Community Needs expressed, the Program 
Description, and the outcomes. 

 QUANTIFY, QUANTIFY, QUANTIFY. 

 Identify how your program will provide a linkage to EPA funds expended 
and job opportunities. What mechanisms you have/will put in place to 
create opportunities for local workers to be hired with the grant funds? 

 If your project doesn’t involve greenspace, don’t introduce it here.  If there 
is a greenspace element, make sure you include it throughout the narrative. 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Generate specific numbers on jobs created and taxes generated. Extrapolate, if need be. Talk about representative projects have already done. Tie the benefits into the Community Needs expressed, the Program Description, and the outcomes.So this is a community wide assessment grant – you don’t even know what sites you will address, let alone what the reuse is.  How are you supposed to come up with actual numbers?  Look at your targets – if you say you will address a total of 5 sites, and your focus is on mixed use development in the downtown, estimate how many temporary and permanent jobs could be created on a typical site, then multiply that by your five sites.  Take a look at the taxes generated on a similar project in the general area; now multiply that by 5.  Make sure you include qualifiers so the reviewer understands that these are estimates.QUANTIFY, QUANTIFY, QUANTIFY.Identify how your program will provide a linkage to EPA funds expended and job opportunities. What mechanisms you have/will put in place to create opportunities for local workers to be hired with the grant funds?Most projects can point to some amount of greenspace, be it a reduction in impervious surface once the old building is demoed and the new building built, a stream buffer, an area of stormwater recharge, or even landscaped parking areas.  However, if there really isn’t anything, don’t force it, and don’t chose this section to introduce the idea for the first time.



Programmatic Capability and Past 
Performance 
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 Demonstrate that your organization has 
programmatic capability (experience, knowledge 
and resources, or ability to obtain them) 
necessary to ensure successful completion of all 
required aspects of this project 

 Describe the management system… include a 
description of your project manager and staff… 
if  you intend to contract for the necessary 
expertise, describe the system(s) you have in 
place to acquire that expertise 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
10 points plus 2 points for audit findings.  This section is scored by your friends in EPA Region 3.  They know you, they know your past performance, and they are allowed to take all that into account.  Everyone got very high marks here, if not the full score of 40.  I only include it in a presentation of common pitfalls because many of you used valuable space to convince the good people of Region 3 what they already know – how competent you are.  So make sure you answer the mail; address all the components, but don’t take up valuable space waxing poetic on how successful your previous grants were, and how your intern is getting a planning degree and an Eagle Scout is doing your inventory.  Not necessary.



Programmatic Capability and Past 
Performance 
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Shouldn’t be Any Common Pitfalls! 
 Information requested is straightforward:  

description and should consist of facts!   

 Information can be verified with Regional personnel 
(don’t lie!). 

 HERE is where past accomplishments should be 
discussed. 

 



Thank you! 
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CONTACT INFORMATION: 
Elizabeth Limbrick – NJIT  973-596-5519 
limbrick@njit.edu 
 
http://www.njit.edu/tab/  
 
TAB Hotline: (973-642-4165); tab@njit.edu  
 
 

www.njit.edu/tab 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Don’t be discouraged – it takes a lot more work to write a good grant application than to turn a good one into a great one.  You are practically there, and you have a lot of people available to help if needed.  I would be happy to take questions.

mailto:limbrick@njit.edu
http://www.njit.edu/tab/
http://www.njit.edu/tab/
mailto:tab@njit.edu
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